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Abstract In this article, we show how scheduling problems
can be modelled in untimed process algebra, by using spe-
cial tick actions. A minimal-cost trace leading to a particular
action, is one that minimises the number of tick steps. As a
result, we can use any (timed or untimed) model checking
tool to find shortest schedules. Instantiating this scheme to
µCRL, we profit from a richer specification language than
timed model checkers usually offer. Also, we can profit from
efficient distributed state space generators. We propose a var-
iant of breadth-first search that visits all states between con-
secutive tick steps, before moving to the next time slice. We
experimented with a sequential and a distributed implemen-
tation of this algorithm. In addition, we experimented with
beam search, which visits only parts of the search space,
to find near-optimal solutions. Our approach is applied to
find optimal schedules for test batches of a realistic clinical
chemical analyser, which performs several kinds of tests on
patient samples.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, model checkers have been applied to solving
combinatorial optimisation problems, i.e. problems where
one of the best combinations of possible values for a given
set of variables needs to be found. In particular, scheduling
(or planning) problems have been considered, often using a
range of available model checkers. Most notably, jobshop
scheduling has been dealt with. The jobshop problem is the
most classic scheduling problem in the literature. In its most
basic form, we have a finite set M of resources, and a number
of jobs J1, . . . , Jn , which compete in using the resources in
a specific order and for a finite number of time units. The
problem is to allocate the resources such that the jobs are
finished in minimal time.

Quite some research has been done in the field of timed
automata to solve scheduling problems, translated to reach-
ability problems (problems where the goal is to arrive at a
certain transition or location), e.g. [2,8,9,36,42]. Some of
this work has lead to the creation of a model checker focussed
on solving this kind of problems, called Uppaal Cora [9],
which is based on Uppaal [7]. Alternatively, one may use the
model checker Spin [32] to solve scheduling problems speci-
fied with the language Promela, as Ruys [49] describes, and
the µCRL model checker toolset [13], in combination with
the µCRL process algebra [65]. In this article, we briefly
compare these three approaches, before explaining in more
detail the latter of the three. Two of the major strengths of the
µCRL toolset are its ability to work with complex data struc-
tures, and the availability of powerful algorithms to search
state spaces resulting from µCRL specifications. Both these
strengths prove to be critical for dealing with industrial sched-
uling problems, as is shown in this article by looking at a clin-
ical chemical analyser (CCA), which is an industrial machine
with a scheduling problem. Industrial scheduling problems
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tend to involve a lot of data, something which is not con-
sidered in, more theoretical, jobshop problems. Because of
this, industrial problems demand much more regarding both
the expressiveness of the modelling language used, and the
search efficiency of the model checker. Moreover, as it turns
out, the CCA problem is unlike typical jobshop or, more
general, task graph problems [3,46], in that it has no fixed
set of tasks to perform, which implies that there are no fixed
dependencies between them, and it incorporates concurrency
which cannot be dealt with in an interleaved fashion.

The paper is set up as follows: First, we give an introduc-
tion to µCRL. Then, we discuss how scheduling problems
can be modelled in general, such that model checkers can
be used to solve them, and we explain how this can be done
using µCRL. After that, we focus on finding (near-) optimal
solutions to scheduling problems by searching state spaces of
such problems in a number of ways using the µCRL toolset.
Next, these search techniques are compared with techniques
available in Spin and Uppaal Cora. Finally, we discuss the
CCA models we used for the CCA case study, followed by
the results obtained by applying the sequential and distrib-
uted implementations of our search methods on the resulting
state spaces. Finally, we compare the experimental results
and draw conclusions.

To the preliminary version, which appeared in [65], we
have now added experiments with a new distributed imple-
mentation of the proposed on-the-fly search algorithm. Also,
we report on our more recent findings to use several variants
of beam search, for quickly finding near-optimal solutions.
We explain the modelling approach in more detail, and place
the work in comparison with techniques available for the
model checkers Spin and Uppaal Cora.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The language µCRL

The modelling language µCRL is based on the process alge-
bra ACP [10], extended with so-called equational abstract
data types [38]. In order to intertwine processes with data,
actions and recursion variables can be parameterised with
data types. Moreover, a conditional construct (if-then-else)
can be used to have data elements influence the course of
a process, and alternative (or choice) quantification [40] is
added to sum over possibly infinite data domains.

The language comes with a toolset [13] that can build a
state space from a specification and store it in the .aut for-
mat, which can be read by the model checker Cadp [26]. Next
to that, in order to strive for precision in proofs, an important
research area is the use of theorem provers such as PVS [43]
to help in finding and checking derivations in µCRL. A large
number of distributed systems have been verified in µCRL,

often with the help of a proof checker or theorem prover, e.g.
[5,27].

We will give an overview of the language necessary for
understanding this paper. More elaborate explanations can
be found e.g. in [28,29,62,66].

A specification starts by defining the necessary data as
algebraic data types, consisting of sorts, function declara-
tions, and equations. In fact, the Boolean sortB is mandatory,
since the conditional construct works with Boolean expres-
sions. Algebraic data types yield flexibility, while keeping the
language simple. In µCRL, one can declare actions, which
may have zero, one or several data parameters. We denote
actions a, b, etc. appearing in a specification M as being
elements of A. The process deadlock (δ), which cannot exe-
cute itself, nor terminate successfully, and the internal action
τ are predefined, with τ, δ /∈ A. Moreover, it is possible to
define communication rules, which state which actions are
able to communicate with each other, provided that they have
exactly the same parameters.

Processes can be defined by means of recursive equations.
A recursive equation is of the form X (x1 :D1, . . . , xn :Dn)=
t for n ≥ 0, where X is a process name, the xi are variables
and the Di are sorts. Moreover, t is a process term possi-
bly containing occurrences of expressions Y (d1, . . . , dm),
where Y is a process name and the di are data terms that
may contain occurrences of the variables x1, . . . , xn . In this
rule, X (x1, . . . , xn) is declared to have the same behaviour
as the process term t . Besides the expressions, a process term
may also contain actions. The expressions and actions can be
combined using a number of operators. There are four basic
operators for creating process terms in µCRL:

1. The alternative composition operator (+). A process term
P + Q proceeds (non-deterministically) as P or Q (if
they can proceed).

2. The sum operator (
∑

d:D X (d)), with X (d) a map-
ping from sort D to process terms, behaves as X (d1)

+ X (d2) + . . ., with d1, d2, . . . ∈ D, i.e. as the possi-
bly infinite choice between X (d) for any data term d
taken from D. This operator is mostly used to describe a
process that is reading some input over a data type [40].

3. The sequential composition operator (·). A process term
P·Q proceeds as P , which upon successful termination
is followed by Q.

4. The process term P � b � Q, where b : B, behaves as P
if b is equal to T (true) and behaves as Q if b is equal to F
(false). This operator is called the conditional operator.

The initial state of the specification is declared in a sepa-
rate section, which is often of the form X1(d1

−→
)‖ . . .‖Xk(dk

−→
),

where the Xi (di
−→

) are process instantiations and the di
−→

are vectors of data elements of the appropriate sorts.
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Solving scheduling problems by untimed model checking 377

Furthermore, the parallel composition operator (||) is used
here. A process term P || Q executes the actions of P and Q
concurrently in an interleaved fashion, and allows the syn-
chronisation of actions according to the provided communi-
cation rules. We conclude by noting that we have omitted the
use of the renaming, abstraction, and encapsulation operators
here, since we do not use these in this article. It suffices to say
that the encapsulation operator is used to enforce the synchro-
nisation of actions according to the communication rules.

2.2 Labelled transition systems

Labelled transition systems (LTSs) capture the operational
behaviour of concurrent systems. An LTS consists of tran-

sitions s
�−→ s′, meaning that being in a state s, an action

� can be executed, after which a state s′ is reached. Each
µCRL specification has a corresponding LTS, defined by the
structural operational semantics for µCRL.

Definition 1 An LTS is a tuple M = (S ,A ,T ,I ), where
S is a set of states, A a set of transition labels, T a tran-
sition relation, and I the set of initial states. A transition

(s, �, s′) ∈ T is denoted by s
�−→ s′.

In our case, S consists of µCRL specifications, A con-
sists of actions from A ∪ {τ } parameterised by data, and the
single element of I is provided by the initialisation section
of a µCRL specification. The set of enabled transitions in
state s of LTS M is defined as enM (s) = {t ∈ T | ∃s′ ∈
S , � ∈ A . t = s

�−→ s′}. Whenever enM (s) = ∅, we call
s a deadlock state. We refer to the set of deadlock states as
B = {s | enM (s) = ∅}.

3 Modelling scheduling problems for model checkers

In this section, we discuss some techniques to solve sched-
uling problems using the µCRL toolset. While doing so, we
compare these techniques with approaches for Promela (for
Spin) and priced timed automata (for Uppaal Cora).

A scheduling problem, within the context of this paper, is
about processing a certain number of entities (for instance,
products or jobs, in the case of jobshop scheduling). The pro-
cessing is done by a resource, or combination of resources,
which can perform tasks1 t1, . . . , tm ∈ Ta, provided that the
accompanying sets of constraints C1, . . . , Cm are met.2 Fur-
thermore, each task ti has an execution time d(ti ) associated
with it, given by the function d : Ta → T, where T is a
time domain. In these problems, a certain goal should be

1 We denote task labels here as coming from a set Ta.
2 To keep things general, we do not fix these constraints to a specific
notation here. Suffice it so say that they can involve time and data.

reached, usually having completely processed a finite batch
of entities. The question asked in scheduling is not only
if this goal can be reached, but how efficiently this can be
done.

Over the years, many techniques have been developed to
deal with this kind of scheduling problem, for instance by
[19]. Certainly it has been shown that model checking can
also be applied in this area, e.g. [4,18,36,49,65]. One could
argue, however, whether model checking can compete here
with other methods, the majority of which have been used
much longer in this area and often specifically optimised to
deal with this kind of problems. For instance, there are count-
less attempts to deal with jobshop scheduling, and when we
apply model checking for this, the feared state space explo-
sion problem arises very quickly.

However, a major strength of most model checkers is the
expressiveness of their modelling languages. For instance,
the language µCRL is a very expressive language and allows
the use of abstract data types, by which most useful data struc-
tures can be defined. Model checkers are primarily designed
to allow the modelling of complex industrial systems, which
can then be functionally verified. This expressiveness jus-
tifies the use of model checkers for scheduling. In existing
scheduling literature, the majority is either aimed at very spe-
cific types of scheduling problems, like jobshop scheduling,
or an individual case to be scheduled, which usually means
that an implemented algorithm to solve the case is directly
built into the implementation of the problem. In other words,
a general modelling technique is often lacking.

We want to achieve the possibility to model a system and
use that one specification to do both functional analysis and
scheduling, if so desired. We observe that in order to achieve
this, we need to keep in mind that the techniques for sched-
uling should be applicable on arbitrary LTSs. In scheduling
literature, the search space of a scheduling problem often
resembles a highly structured tree, where the leaves repre-
sent the termination of a possible solution, and every node
in level i of a tree with n levels has exactly n − i outgoing
edges. An example, where n = 3, is displayed in Fig. 1. In
the figure, goal nodes are depicted as grey nodes. In an arbi-
trary LTS, however, there are cycles present, states can have
multiple incoming transitions, and paths may end unsuccess-
fully (i.e. the system deadlocks). In this article, we deal with
these more general search spaces.

In [42], the problem of minimum-time reachability for
timed automata is considered. It is shown that this problem
can be solved by examining acyclic paths in a forward reach-
ability graph generated on-the-fly from a timed automaton.
A number of algorithms to search these graphs are presented
in e.g. [2]. Based on [42], Behrmann et al. [8] consider
the model checker Uppaal, describing how to deal with
instances of jobshop scheduling. In [8], linearly priced timed
automata are introduced as an extension of timed automata
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Fig. 1 Search tree for a scheduling problem with tasks t1, t2, t3

with prices on both transitions and locations. They consider
the minimum-cost reachability problem. An algorithmic
solution is offered, based on a combination of Branch-and-
Bound [35] techniques, which can be used for limiting the
search space and for quickly finding near-optimal solutions,
and a new notion of priced regions. It is shown that using
these techniques reduced the explored LTS by 90% when
compared to a straight-forward breadth-first search. In [9], it
is suggested for Uppaal and Uppaal Cora to model each
job and resource as a timed automaton. Another technique is
to model the problem as a single process, as [49] does with
Promela. We return to these techniques later. The common
approach here is to model the system at hand, such that the
resulting LTS contains all possibilities to deal with the prob-
lem. In such an LTS, the problem is interpreted as a reachabil-
ity problem, where the question is, in a system where costs
are associated with transitions, what the minimal necessary
cost is to reach a state s ∈ G , where G ⊆ S is a set of suc-
cessful termination states (i.e. ‘goal’ states where a complete
schedule for the given problem has been achieved). A trace
providing this minimal cost then represents a schedule for
the problem at hand.

As we perform scheduling using model checking tools, we
are able to deal with complex industrial systems, the specifi-
cations of which tend to lead to very big, arbitrary LTSs. We
model tasks as transitions, meaning that performing task ti
in an execution appears as si

ti−→ si+1 in an LTS M , where
si and si+1 are two states in the trace corresponding with the
execution. In LTSs where the traces represent schedules, we
can observe the following.

A function progress:S →K can be constructed, whereK
is some cost domain, which can access the state variables of a
state s, using the underlying specification of M , and quanti-
fies the progress made to reaching some predetermined goal,
for instance having completely processed a given batch of
entities. In general, say we have c0, cend ∈ K, ∀s ∈ S .c0 ≤
progress(s) ≤ cend and ∀s ∈ I .progress(s) = c0, in other
words, c0 is the initial (no) progress and cend represents hav-
ing reached the goal. We do not claim any monotonicity of

this function, as in general one can imagine tasks which pro-
vide negative progress, leading a schedule further from the
goal.

Because of the presence of the progress function, we need
to refine the description of deadlock states from Sect. 2.2.
Now, we need to distinguish deadlock states and successful
termination states. We can do this as described in Defini-
tion 2.

Definition 2 A state s is a successful termination state iff
enM (s) = ∅ and progress(s) = cend . A state s is an unsuc-
cessful termination state iff enM (s) = ∅ and progress(s) �=
cend .

Often, a scheduling problem is modelled such that each
goal state is a successful termination state, although one can
imagine goal states which are not termination states. In most
cases, therefore, G coincides with the set of successful termi-
nation states. In this context, we associate B with the set of
unsuccessful termination states, i.e. B = {s∈S | enM (s)=
∅} \ G .

First of all, in order to model a scheduling problem, we
need to model some notion of cost. One can create a spe-
cific variable for this and make sure that every time an action
associated with a task ti is fired, the value of this variable
is raised by d(ti ). This approach has been carried out using
Spin, µCRL and Uppaal Cora. Another approach in µCRL
is described next, based on the work by [14,33] and the
extension described in [61–63]. Here, a special tick action
is used, which models time progression. This is compara-
ble with relative discrete time [6]: A tick action indicates
that the system moves to the next time slice. The duration of
an execution now equals the number of tick actions occur-
ring in this trace. Of course, instead of time, one can also
view tick more generally as the progression of cost. Note
that this closely relates to delay transitions of timed auto-
mata, used in both Uppaal and Uppaal Cora, as described
by e.g. [7]. Focussing on this latter approach, we can define a
minimal-cost trace as presented by Definition 3, where, to
keep things general, K is a cost domain, possibly coinciding
with T.

Definition 3 Given an LTS M and a set of goal states G ⊆
S , we say that there is a trace with total cost c (c ∈ K) to G
iff there is a trace in M starting from a starting state s0 ∈ I
and reaching a state s ∈ G , such that the number of tick (or
delay) transitions occurring in this trace equals c. We define a
trace from I to G to be minimal-cost if there is no other trace
in M from I to G with fewer tick (or delay) transitions.

Using this definition, we can formulate a scheduling prob-
lem as a reachability problem: finding an optimal schedule
to perform a batch of tasks successfully can also be seen as
finding a minimal-cost trace to a state in G , in other words a
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Solving scheduling problems by untimed model checking 379

state representing success, in an LTS containing all possible
schedules as traces.

The general structure of a specification of a scheduling
problem in Promela, as described in [49], can be described
as consisting of a process, which is an alternative composi-
tion of all tasks ti , each followed sequentially by an update of
the cost variable, in order to indicate the execution time (or
cost) of each task. On top of that, the tasks ti can only be exe-
cuted if the accompanying conditions Ci are met, written in
the specification as conditions for the actions representing the
tasks, and, once executed, the task has an effect on the current
state of the process (comparable with the function progress).
Therefore, this model can execute all available tasks as long
as the constraints are satisfied. The choices which tasks to
execute and when are non-deterministic; there are no built-
in priorities. In [49], however, the more general situation,
in which unsuccessful termination states, i.e. bad states B,
are present in the LTS, is not considered. We note that it is
possible to incorporate bad state detection and avoidance, as
is demonstrated in [62]. For this purpose, on the modelling
side, a flag finished should be raised whenever successful
termination is reached.

In Uppaal Cora, priced timed automata are used to spec-
ify a scheduling problem. Here, in general, multiple pro-
cesses, which synchronise with each other using channels,
together express the problem. Recall that a scheduling prob-
lem often consists of a set of resources and a set of jobs [9].
A resource process is usually a two-location cyclic process
with one local clock. The locations indicate that the resource
is either waiting or operating. The resource starts operating
whenever a job synchronises over a start channel, resetting
the clock. The moment a certain use time is reached, the
resource moves back to the waiting location and initiates
synchronisation over a channel done.

A job process is an acyclic sequence of locations, where
the initial state represents the start of the job, and the final
location, which we call Finished here for comparison rea-
sons, indicates that the job is complete. The locations in
between represent the acquisition and release of resources.
A resource is acquired by achieving synchronisation over the
correct start channel and setting the use time. It remains in
the same location until synchronisation is performed over
the done channel. The reachability problem is formulated in
Uppaal Cora as the question whether a state can be reached
in which all the jobs are in the location Finished.

Moving our attention to µCRL, we can create a specifica-
tion of a scheduling problem as described in this section, in
ways very similar to both the Promela and the timed auto-
mata approach. Like [49], we can often model a scheduling
problem in just one process. In µCRL, we model d(ti ) in an
action-based manner, using, as mentioned earlier, the special
action label tick. We present the general form of a µCRL
scheduling process in Definition 4.

Definition 4 AµCRL scheduling process equation is a recur-
sive equation of the following form:

X (d : D) =
∑

i∈I

∑

ei∈Di

ai ( fi (d, ei ))·tickwi (d,ei )·Xi (gi (d, ei ))

� hi (d, ei ) � δ +
finished·√ � progress(d) = cend � δ

where I is a finite index set, D,Di ,Dai ,K are sorts, ai ∈ A,
ai : Dai , tick : K, fi : D × Di → Dai , wi : D × Di → K,
gi : D × Di → D, hi : D × Di → B, and

√
represents

successful termination.

Here, the different states of the process, described by the
equation, are represented by the data parameter d : D. Types
D, Di , Dai may be Cartesian products of data types. The
data parameter ei can influence the parameter of action ai ,
its cost wi , the condition hi , and the resulting state gi . Param-
eter ei is typically used to let a read action range over a data
domain (i.e. choice quantification). Of course, in this equa-
tion, actions ai ( fi (d,ei )) correspond with tasks ti , conditions
hi (d, ei ) relate to the scheduling conditions Ci , and costs
wi (d, ei ) represent the costs of the tasks. In relation to LTSs
with costs, wi (d,ei )= c iff transitions with label ai have cost
c. Note the special notation for the tick actions, where tickn

denotes a sequence of n tick actions.3 Furthermore, we use a
special action called finished to indicate successful termina-

tion (i.e. in M , ∀s ∈S .(∃s′ ∈S .s′ finished−→ s ⇐⇒ s ∈ G )).
This is mainly necessary to express reachability using the
µ-calculus [34,41] later on. The condition for the successful
termination alternative is a direct translation of the progress
check as explained earlier.

With µCRL, it is moreover possible to specify a schedul-
ing problem in a way very similar to the technique described
by e.g. [9] for timed automata. When, for instance, applied
on jobshop problem instances, as described earlier in this
section, the technique involves mapping each resource and
job to an individual process. The feasibility of this technique
first of all hinges on synchronisation over the channels start
and done, which can be specified with µCRL using appro-
priate communication rules and the encapsulation operator.
Second of all, synchronisation of timing is essential, i.e. all
processes in the specification must agree on the progression
of time. This is achievable with µCRL by using e.g. the spe-
cial operator |{tick}|, which is a parallel composition operator
which enforces the synchronisation of tick-actions of all the
processes running in parallel in a system [14,33]. Because of
this, we can directly adopt the same recipe to construct the
resource and job processes.

Having created a specification, it is possible, using the
appropriate toolset, to generate an LTS from it. This LTS

3 An alternative is to use parameterised tick actions [61].
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incorporates all possible behaviour of the system described
by the specification. Given that there exist successful traces in
the LTS, i.e. at least one successful termination state is reach-
able, somewhere in this LTS there is a minimal-cost trace to
a successful finish. Given Definition 3, we use the finished
action to detect states s ∈ G , in order to be able to capture
in the µ-calculus a minimal-cost trace to a successful termi-
nation. In Uppaal Cora, as previously mentioned, a state
s ∈ G is identified as a state where all the job processes are
in the Finished location. When using (state-based) LTL [45]
formulas in practice with Spin, however, it appears we are not
able to incorporate the detection of successful termination in
the formulas themselves. When following the approach of
[49], where the formula is used to bound the search through
each trace, incorporating this detection will result in less effi-
cient bounding behaviour, or even the removal of it. The
detection can sometimes, however, be performed by other
means, while in other cases it can be avoided altogether, at
the cost of an increase of the LTS size. For this we refer the
reader to [62].

4 Finding optimal schedules

In this and subsequent sections, we describe the search algo-
rithms used for scheduling in the µCRL toolset and the model
checker Cadp, and how these relate to techniques available
for Uppaal Cora and Spin. Here, we consider µCRL as
the input language of Cadp, although Lotos [17] can also
be used.

4.1 Iterative searching

The most straightforward technique to search for solutions
to a scheduling problem is to iteratively search the LTS using
a set of formulas, written in a temporal logic, such as LTL or
µ-calculus.

Using the specification of a scheduling problem and the
matching toolset, the complete LTS needs to be generated.
Next, one needs to formulate, using a temporal logic, the
property φ that every trace in M has a cost greater than
or equal to U ∈ K before reaching successful termination.
Here, U is chosen as an upper-bound to the actual minimal
cost of reaching successful termination. Given that U is an
upper-bound, the model checker will be able to find a counter-
example to the property and provide a new, smaller, possibly
minimal cost U ′ ∈K < U . Again, now with U ′, the property
is checked, possibly leading to another counter-example and
a new value U ′′ ∈K < U ′. This process is repeated until the
model checker finds that the property holds, at which point
the currently minimal cost is the minimal cost we are looking
for and the counter-example given in the previous iteration
is one of the minimal-cost traces.

The practical application of this technique differs from
toolset to toolset. In Cadp, one can use regular, alternation-
free µ-calculus to express properties. We need to count the
tick labels in each trace, in order to determine its cost. In
a µ-calculus formula, we are able to differentiate between
successful and unsuccessful termination by referring to the
action finished:4

φ = [¬tick∗.((T | ε).(¬tick∗))U−1.finished] F
Since Cadp searches LTSs in a breadth-first manner, on

average it has to explore a lot more states, compared to Spin,
which searches in a depth-first manner, before it is poten-
tially able to find a counter-example, since it will consider
all possible traces at the same time, therefore only reaching
G at a later stage.

This technique works, but is highly inefficient, and there-
fore quickly becomes unusable for bigger problem instances.
The main reason for this is that the entire LTS needs to be
generated and searched multiple times, both when property
checking can be performed on-the-fly and when it needs to
be done after generation. The searching takes up a number
of iterations, each time worst-case going over all the states
in the LTS. In general, one can say that a depth-first search
works more efficiently here than a breadth-first search.

4.2 g-Synchronised or minimal-cost search

One way of improving the iterative searching method is the
use of Branch-and-Bound (BnB). This, however, is not
always applicable, since it requires the possibility of updat-
ing the temporal logic formula while searching, as is done in
[49]. Another approach is to manipulate the search order in
such a way, that the intermediate cumulated costs of all traces
can be compared on-the-fly. Approaches like this, however,
require that the model checker is extended with new tech-
niques.

The µCRL toolset has been extended with new genera-
tion algorithms. One of these is called minimal-cost search,
also referred to as g-synchronised search [55], as the func-
tion g : S → K is typically used to indicate the (so-called
cumulated) cost to reach a state s from I . This function
is typically monotonic, meaning that it is non-decreasing

along a trace, i.e. ∀s, s′ ∈ S .s
�−→ s′ �⇒ g(s′) ≥ g(s).

Here, tick transitions are used to represent the progress of
cost, and other transitions are in fact without cost. Basically,
g-synchronised search equals uniform-cost search [22],
where the cost is modelled using additional actions.

4 Here it is checked that all traces leading to finished do not con-
tain U − 1 or fewer tick transitions. The (T | ε) expression accepts at
most one action (including tick). Finally, the An notation is not a valid
µ-calculus expression, but a shorthand for Awritten n times in sequence.
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Algorithm 1 presents this technique, where the LTS is
generated as a list of LTS levels Li , if select(Li ) = Li and
selprio(enM (s)) = enM (s). The functions select : 2S →
2S and selprio : 2T → 2T can be used, and will be later on,
to select a subset of states from Li , and a subset of transitions
from enM (s), respectively.

Whether a state s is in G is deduced here by determining
whether it is reached via a finished transition or not. Besides
the levels Li , there is a set W . For all s in the current Li to

be expanded, a successor s′ ends up in W if s
tick−→ s′, and in

Li+1 otherwise. When all states in Li have been expanded,
the search moves to Li+1. If this level is empty at the start, all
states in W are moved to Li+1 and the searching continues,
in other words, the algorithm starts considering states with a
greater cumulated cost. The last lines of the algorithm take
care of duplicate detection. There, it is checked whether a
state has been visited before, and if so, it will be ignored.

Algorithm 1 Minimal-cost search with tick-encoded costs
Require: M = (S , A , T , I )

Ensure: If exists, a minimal-cost trace to a goal state is returned
W ← ∅
i ← 0
Li ← I
Li+1 ← ∅
while W �= ∅ ∨Li �= ∅ do

Li ← select(Li )

if Li = ∅ then
Li ← W
W ← ∅

end if
for all s ∈ Li do

for all s
�−→ s′ ∈ selprio(enM (s)) do

if � = finished then
return GeneratePath({s′})

else if � = tick then
W ← W ∪ {s′}

else
Li+1 ← Li+1 ∪ {s′}

end if
end for

end for
i ← i + 1
Li ← Li \⋃i−1

j=0 L j

W ← W \⋃i−1
j=0 L j

end while
return false

Searching with this ordering principle means we know
that we find a minimal-cost solution to the problem the first
time we find a solution, and can therefore stop immediately.
Say there is a state s ∈ G in L j and another goal state s′ in
Lk , with j ≤ k. If j = k, then trivially, g(s)= g(s′). If j < k,
then there are two possible cases for the search from L j+1 to
Lk : Either the states in W were never moved to any Li , with
j < i ≤ k, while searching, in which case g(s)= g(s′), or the

states in W were moved to at least one Li , with j < i ≤ k,
while searching, in which case g(s) < g(s′). As is shown
later in this article, this technique pays off; the bigger the
problem instance, the higher the percentage of the LTS that
can be skipped entirely.

5 Finding near-optimal schedules

Up to now, we described techniques which guarantee finding
an optimal solution. To be able to guarantee this, bounding
the search through an LTS needs to be limited to situations
where a cost upper-bound has been reached, or, when search-
ing in a smart way, the search must be exhaustive up to the
point of reaching a goal state. In practice, however, M can
be very large. One could consider not keeping the expanded
states in memory and writing them directly to disk, in cases
where the LTS of a scheduling problem resembles a tree.5

But even then, although memory is not an issue anymore,
searching can take a very long time. In cases where a near-
optimal solution practically suffices, one can prevent exhaus-
tive searching.

As remarked in [24], regular breadth-first and depth-first
search can be used to return solutions to a problem with costs,
but they rarely return an optimal solution. There, it is men-
tioned that in Uppaal, breadth-first search quickly runs out
of memory, and depth-first search actually returned the worst
possible solution when analysing the Sidmar Steel Plant case
study. The problem here lies in the fact that both breadth-
first and depth-first search do not take cumulated costs into
account.

For some problems, e.g. the Traveling Salesman Prob-
lem (TSP) [37], the so-called nearest neighbour heuristic,
or Gradient Descent, can provide acceptable solutions [49].
This search selects for every state, which in the case of TSP
represents a city, the nearest successor state for further explo-
ration. Since the other successors are discarded, it can only
promise to find near-optimal solutions. Although the concept
is promising, the search only appears useful for problems
where a local view on states, i.e. for each state only con-
sidering the next transition to take, suffices. It is our experi-
ence that the search seems to be particularly ineffective if the
LTS contains unsuccessful traces which initially appear
promising.

Another technique, called beam search, e.g. [11,44,51],
can be seen as an extension of the nearest neighbour heu-
ristic. Here, firstly, the local view can be “broadened” by

5 It should be noted that there are techniques known which allow writ-
ing states directly to disk even when the LTS does not resemble a tree,
e.g. [30] describes a technique where duplicate detection is performed
using a so-called Bloom filter. This filter is inquired whenever it needs
to be determined whether a state has already been written to disk earlier
in the search, or not.
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increasing the selection parameter β, and secondly, by using
a so-called estimation function, the search tries to determine
the remaining cost to reach a goal state from the current state,
and incorporates this into the selection procedure. For the
µCRL toolset, we extended the main concept of beam search,
and a closely related search working with priorities, to work
with arbitrary LTSs instead of highly structured search trees.
Next, we explain these techniques.

5.1 g-Synchronised beam searches

Beam search is a heuristic search algorithm for combina-
torial optimisation problems, which was originally used in
the artificial intelligence community [39] for speech recog-
nition, and in [47] for image understanding. Later on, this
technique has been applied to scheduling problems, e.g. in
[25,50,53], in systems designed for jobshop environments.
Since then, new variants of beam search, such as filtered
beam search [44,51,52] and recovery beam search [20,57]
have been introduced.

In [55], two basic versions of beam search, called detailed
and priority beam search [56], have been extended to work
with arbitrary LTSs. These extensions have been imple-
mented in the µCRL toolset. Here, we briefly explain so-
called g-synchronised detailed beam search (g-SDBS), and
g-synchronised priority beam search (g-SPBS), which are
both connected to g-synchronised search in Algorithm 1.
After that, we describe a technique which again extends these
two searches, leading to so-called flexible versions.

We describe the concept behind g-synchronised beam
search inductively. Let L̂i−1 be the set of states, to be
expanded after round i − 1.6 We partition this set into equiv-
alence classes c0, . . . , cn , where n ∈ N, such that L̂i−1 =
c0 ∪ . . .∪ cn and ∀s ∈ L̂i−1. s ∈ c j ⇐⇒ g(s) = j . Essen-
tially, this is what constitutes the g-synchronisation. Subse-
quently, ck , where ck �= ∅ ∧ ∀ j < k. c j = ∅, becomes the set
of states Li after duplicate detection. On Li , pruning will be
applied next in round i . We differentiate two possibilities for
pruning here, one leading to g-SDBS, the other to g-SPBS.

Algorithm 1 describes g-SDBS if we let the select function
select up to β states, where β, called the beam width, is some
predetermined element of N. This selection is typically done
using a state-based estimation function h : S → K, which
expresses the expected remaining cost to reach a goal state
from the current state.7

Alternatively, Algorithm 1 describes g-SPBS if we let the
selprio function select up to α outgoing transitions per state in
the first l iterations of the search, where both α, called the sta-

6 “Round” i corresponds to a logical (i.e. not necessarily horizontal)
level in the LTS, which is processed in the i th iteration of the search.
7 More traditional versions of beam search use an evaluation function
f (s) = g(s)+ h(s) and do not synchronise g-values [55].

bilisation level [55], and l, called the widening factor [55], are
predetermined elements ofN. Note that after l iterations, due
to branching in the LTS, approximately αl states are being
expanded. In each subsequent iteration, α = 1, thereby avoid-
ing a further increase of the number of selected transitions.
This selection, which is action-based, is typically done using
a priority function prio : A → Z, which assigns priorities
to actions.

Returning to the basic search, according to the pruning,
some of the successors of Li are visited, constituting the set
L̂ . The search then continues with L̂i = L̂ ∪ (L̂i−1 \ ck),
hence still unexpanded states in ck are pruned away.

Please note that in g-SDBS and g-SPBS, once a goal state
is found, searching can safely terminate. This is because at
a goal state s, h(s) = 0 (there is no remaining cost), and
since the algorithm always follows traces with minimal g
(see Sect. 4.2, and remember that g is monotonic), state s is
reached before another state s′ iff g(s) ≤ g(s′).

5.2 Flexible beam searches

In [55,62], a further extension is described to beam search.
Note that the searches in Sect. 5.1 are strictly limited to select
no more than a fixed upper-bound of states in each round. This
can be problematic in situations where e.g. for g-SDBS more
than β states are promising enough to be selected. Say we
have already selected β1 states in a round, and wish to select
another β2 states, where β = β1 + β2. Furthermore, say we
have n states with minimal h-value in the remaining set of
states to select from, with n > β2. Now, how should we select
no more than β2 states? This problem is referred to in the lit-
erature as tie-breaking; a selection needs to be made here
based on other criteria, for instance by using a “first-in-first-
out” policy, selecting the first of these n states considered.
However, these other criteria are generally undesired, since
they remove influence from the constructed estimation func-
tion. To avoid this, flexible beam searches avoid tie-breaking
altogether by selecting, in our example, all n most-promising
states. This means that more than β states can be selected in,
what is called, g-synchronised flexible detailed beam search
(g-SFDBS), if the selection criterion cannot strictly deter-
mine β best states. A similar approach applies on g-SFPBS,
the flexible priority beam search, where more than α transi-
tions in the first l rounds, and more than 1 transition in all
subsequent rounds can be selected, if the prio function cannot
be used to select no more than α (or 1) transitions.

In practice, we see that this avoidance of tie-breaking can
lead to good results, as seen later on for the CCA. One of the
reasons for this is that scheduling actions can have several
parameters, which often leads to the same action appear-
ing multiple times as an outgoing transition of a given state,
each time having different parameter values. This potentially
leads to situations where, during selection, a large number of
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transitions or states have equal evaluations. A non-flexible
search then needs to make a (often unfortunate) selection
from these equally competent candidates if one of them hap-
pens to be a transition with sufficient priority or amongst the
β-best states.

6 Distributed searches

As mentioned earlier, recently the µCRL toolset was
expanded with a distributed state space generator [12,15]
and a distributed state space reduction tool [16]. These tools
allow several workstations to collaborate on generating and
analysing LTSs, hence very big LTSs can be processed. We
implemented distributed versions of minimal-cost search and
the beam search variants covered in Sect. 5 [62,64].

When compared to distributed full state space generation,
using the distributed search algorithms allows us to deal with
bigger scheduling problems. This is due not only to the fact
that we do not need the complete LTS anymore, but mainly
because the method of Sect. 4.1 has one big practical dis-
advantage, namely that in order to be able to search for a
minimal-cost trace, Cadp needs one single LTS, as opposed
to the chunks of an LTS obtained from a distributed genera-
tion. The merging of these chunks into one LTS can become
very impractical if these chunks together are several Giga-
bytes big. In other words, even when it is possible to generate
an LTS for a given scheduling problem, it may turn out to be
unfeasible to obtain a minimal-cost trace from it.

We do not display the distributed algorithms here, but it
suffices to mention that they are based on an algorithm which
was already present in the distributed generator to find the
smallest trace to a specific action. The interested reader is
referred to [62,64] for more details. Section 8 presents results
obtained by employing distributed minimal-cost search.

7 Connections with SPIN and UPPAAL CORA

Concerning iterative searching, in [49], a depth-first version
is explained for Spin. There, the depth-first search is also
extended to include a BnB mechanism, by modifying the LTL
formula to be checked during verification, to reflect the best
solution found so far. The algorithm is implemented by link-
ing C-code to the Promela model and therefore very specific
to the architecture of the Spin tool. In [62], this method is
extended to deal with unsuccessful termination. Finally, [49]
describes how to use the nearest neighbour heuristic.

Uppaal Cora has a number of searches, which can help
in solving scheduling problems. Uniform-cost search, iden-
tified in Uppaal Cora as best-first search, is available to
find cost-optimal schedules. In [24], an algorithm to perform
BnB on priced timed automata is described, comparable with

depth-first BnB in Spin, setting a time upper-bound and using
the global clock for comparison. For near-optimal searching,
the nearest neighbour heuristic is present in Uppaal Cora
as best depth-first search, as is a random depth-first search.
A search using estimations but no cumulated costs is also
present, called smallest heuristic-first search, which is in
fact greedy search [48]. Finally, if an estimation function is
provided, Uppaal Cora automatically incorporates it into
its uniform-cost and nearest-neighbour searches, making
them comparable with beam search with β =∞ and β = 1,
respectively.

8 A clinical chemical analyser

8.1 Introduction

In this section, we describe and analyse an industrial case
study of a CCA. The CCA is used to automatically analyse
patient samples (blood, plasma or urine). TNO Industry, in
cooperation with the Eindhoven University of Technology
(TU/e), has been involved in the redesign of the CCA. The
project charter was drawn up by Vital Scientific, a customer
of TNO, to examine the possibility of a 100% throughput
increase.

At TU/e, several projects have been devoted to the CCA.
First, the basic outline for the hardware was explored in [59],
while, in a parallel project, the scheduler was developed [54].
Then, the hardware for a CCA mock-up was designed in [31].
Currently, a new scheduler is being designed [60]. The fact
that a schedule providing optimal performance of the CCA
still has not been found raised the idea to look at this problem
using a modelling language.

8.2 Description of the problem

What follows is a description of the scaled-down CCA as we
used it for the research described in this section. Note that
this is based on the design as given to us by mechanical engi-
neers. Improving the design is regarded outside the scope of
this work.

Figure 2 shows the setup of the CCA; there is a cuvette
rotor containing 11 cuvettes, which are indexed from 0 to
10 counter-clockwise (this in contrast with both the CCA
mock-up, which has 45 cuvettes, and the real CCA, which
has 120 cuvettes). There are three cranks, which are able
to perform actions on these cuvettes: The reagent crank can
add a reagent from the reagent rotor to a cuvette, the sam-
ple crank can add a patient sample from the sample rotor
to a cuvette, and the emptying crank can empty a cuvette.
Besides that there is a mixing crank, but it is unimportant for
the scheduling problem, which will become clear later on.
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Reagent Rotor (RR)
Reagent Crank (RC)

Sample Crank (SC)

Cuvette Rotor (CR)

Sample Rotor (SR)

Cuvette

Emptying Crank (EC)

Fig. 2 The scaled-down CCA

Table 1 Recipes for the CCA

Type Recipe

1-reagent R1 →�t1 S→�t2 E

2-reagent R1 →�t1 S→�t3 R2 →�t4 E

3-reagent R1 →�t1 S→�t5 R2 →�t6 R3 →�t7 E

The use of the machine is to process test recipes. Each
available patient sample should be subjected to a test accord-
ing to one of three possible test recipes. Which recipe to
follow is predetermined for each sample.

In Table 1, the three recipes are depicted. In recipe 1,
first a reagent (R1), and later a sample (S) is added to a
cuvette. After that, the cuvette is emptied (E). Recipe 2 is an
extension of recipe 1 in the sense that after having added a
sample to the cuvette a second reagent (R2) must be added.
Finally, recipe 3 requires even a third reagent (R3) to be
added to the cuvette. This adding of fluids cannot be done
at any time, however. The � occurrences in Table 1 repre-
sent delays of certain lengths (measured in time units). The
values of t1, . . . , t7 are limited to the following possibilities:
t1 ≥ 15, t2 ≤ 105,3≤ t3 ≤ 27, t4 ≤ 105− t3,6≤ t5 ≤ 21,9≤
t6 ≤ 42, t7 ≤ 105− t5 − t6.8

The CCA consists of a number of independently work-
ing parts (cranks and rotors) which have to be controlled
using a set of low-level actions. In order to avoid problems,
these actions are used as the building blocks for higher level
instructions, so-called operations. Careful design of the oper-
ations has led to the property, that no errors occur within
them. These are the operations available:

– R j (i): Reagent j of a test is added to cuvette i ;
– S(i): The sample for cuvette i is added;
– E(i): Cuvette i is emptied.

8 A time unit in the scaled-down CCA specification corresponds with
a duration of 4 s in the actual CCA.
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Fig. 3 The 12, 16, and 24-cycles for the CCA

Finally, a number of operations together form a cycle, which
is the basic building block for a schedule. There are three
types of cycles, the 12, 16 and 24-cycles, differing in the num-
ber of time units they require for execution. In the
12-cycles round 1 of operations occurs, in the 16-cycles
rounds 1 and 2 occur, and in the 24-cycles all three rounds
occur. The rounds being (in this order):

1. Given an empty cuvette i , the first reagent of a test can
be added to this cuvette. Concurrently, if possible, the
sample for the test in cuvette i − 5 can be added. Finally,
also concurrently, if cuvette i +3 contains a finished test,
the cuvette can be emptied.

2. If a cuvette j (i �= j) is ready to receive a second or a
third reagent, this reagent can be added.

3. If a cuvette k (i �= k, j �= k) is ready to receive a third
reagent, this reagent can be added.

In Fig. 3, the three types of cycles are visualised. All of
them start with round 1, where the available operations (listed
using hyphens) can be performed in parallel, relative to a
cuvette i . After that, in the case of 16 and 24-cycles, a sec-
ond round is entered, adding a second or a third reagent to
cuvette j . In 24-cycles, even a third round appears, adding a
third reagent to cuvette k. This mandatory ordering in rounds
means that even in a cycle, in which only a second and/or a
third reagent is added, round 1 appears, even though no oper-
ation is performed in this round.

The cycles can be named by listing the operations that
occur in each round, and the cuvette indices on which they
are applied. We do not list the E operations, though, since
emptying cuvettes is done whenever possible. For instance,
in the 12-cycle R1(i), round 1 from the list above is
carried out without adding a sample. In the 12-cycle R1S(i),
round 1 involves adding an R1 reagent to cuvette i , and
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concurrently adding a sample to cuvette i − 5. When rounds
2 and 3 occur in a cycle, it will always be after having done
round 1. For instance, cycle R1S R2(i, j) first performs round
1, with an R1 reagent being added to cuvette i and a sample
being added to cuvette i − 5, after which a second reagent
is added to cuvette j in round 2. In the real machine, it hap-
pens to be the case that there is no cycle which only empties a
cuvette. This is important to know when looking at the results
of the case study, in particular Sect. 8.8.

It was previously mentioned that there is a mixing crank.
Mixing should happen every time an extra fluid is added to a
cuvette. This, however, is not part of the scheduling problem,
because mixing is done within the operations.

The scheduling problem is now the following: given a
batch of tests to be processed, provide a sequence of cycles
that enables the CCA to process the tests in the minimum
time possible.

8.3 Creating the specification of the CCA

For the scheduling problem of the CCA, it is not necessary
to specify all the parts of the machine at a very detailed
level. It suffices to concentrate on a specification incorpo-
rating all valid sequences of tasks, as explained in Sect. 3.
Invalid sequences would consist of tasks applied to inap-
propriate cuvettes or tasks applied too soon or too late. It
has to be stressed that we therefore incorporate explicitly
the timing constraints, as seen in Sect. 8.2, in the specifica-
tion.

What remains is to identify the tasks here. At first, the
operations of the CCA seem to correspond with the tasks of
a general scheduling problem; a given batch of tests with their
corresponding recipes dictates a fixed number of operations
to be executed. However, note that the CCA is a case which
incorporates ‘parallel’ behaviour, i.e. in round 1 of a cycle,
several components may perform actions concurrently. The
CCA is a system for which its schedules of operations cannot
be simply represented in an interleaved fashion. This con-
nects to research in planning literature, e.g. [23,58], where
such situations are also considered. The main complication
here is that the time needed to perform two operations in the
same cycle is not the same as performing them in consecutive
cycles, while the latter situation is sometimes unavoidable. If
concurrent executions of actions are represented in an inter-
leaved fashion in the LTS, then they are indistinguishable
from sequential executions. By constructing a specification
which allows sequences of cycles to be executed, though, we
can introduce true concurrency of operations. This, however,
is something which cannot so evidently be achieved when
modelling each component of the system as a single pro-
cess. For this reason we choose here the modelling approach
shared with the one for Spin (as in Definition 4), and not for

the one shared with Uppaal Cora.9 Note that if we identify
the cycles as the tasks of the problem, we no longer have a
fixed number of tasks to execute, nor are there fixed depen-
dencies between them, making the CCA problem unlike typ-
ical scheduling problems.

When designing, it is important to choose the parameters
in a smart way. The more information you store, the larger the
resulting LTS will be, therefore any unnecessary information
must be avoided. We decide not to use test IDs; to solve the
problem we do not need to link an individual sample with
some particular reagents. We can assume that the reagent and
sample rotors provide the right reagents and samples when
required. Furthermore, the number of samples and second
and third reagents that still need to be added is not needed;
it is clear what must be added when looking at the rotor and
the number of unprocessed first reagents. That leaves us with
the following:

• The cuvette list, consisting of 11 tuples. Each tuple stores
which fluids are currently in the corresponding cuvette,
which type of test is in the cuvette, and how much time
is left before a new fluid may be added.

• How many 1-reagent tests should still be started?
• How many 2-reagent tests should still be started?
• How many 3-reagent tests should still be started?

When specifying, it becomes clear how convenient the
use of abstract data types is. The rotor is specified using a
specially taylored list data type, whose elements, represent-
ing cuvettes, are again of a special type, which includes a
description of its current state (which fluids are present and
what the type of the test is) and a timer to indicate the incu-
bation time left. Furthermore, there are functions to quickly
check the status of the rotor (e.g. whether there are any tests
ready to receive a sample, or whether a certain test is fin-
ished). This makes working with complex data structures
easier.10

We decided to build the specification in an incremental
way; first, we built a specification dealing only with 1-reagent
tests and 12-cycles. It consists of a single process which has
the 12-cycles as actions, together with the necessary guards
and recursive calls, placed in alternative composition, con-
form Definition 4. The guards are there to check whether a
chosen cuvette is indeed ready to receive a certain fluid and
whether the timing constraints are met. Note that it is not
necessary to keep track of the overall execution time in this

9 Dierks et al. [21] also deal with true concurrency. Also there, the
approach is to model it by means of additional actions, e.g. one may
have actions a and b, and the concurrent execution of the two, called
ab.
10 In this article, we avoid the technical details of abstract data types.
The interested reader is referred to [28,29].
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specification, as each action requires a delay of three time
units; in such a case a minimal-cost trace in an LTS is also
the shortest trace. Therefore, we can do a normal breadth-first
search for the finished action.

Using the specification in practice, though, on a number of
test batches, we found that the freedom to place new tests any-
where on the rotor leads to a state space explosion. Therefore,
we decided to build a second specification allowing new tests
to be placed only in the next empty cuvette, looking counter-
clockwise. Since the cranks are placed in such a way that,
rotating one cuvette at a time, a sample can be added to a
cuvette the moment it reaches the sample crank, this restric-
tion will not lead to a suboptimal solution. In fact, Sect. 8.4
shows that this is indeed the case, for a test batch of five
products.

Next, we built a third specification with a process using
all possible cycles together with the necessary guards, placed
in alternative composition. An example of an alternative in
this specification is the following, where L is the specially
taylored list mentioned earlier, L ′ is the same list after
cycle R1S R2 has been fired, and i and j are rotor
positions:

10∑

i=0

10∑

j=0

R1S R2(i, j)·X (L ′, R1left − 1, R2left, R3left)

� readyforR1(L , i) ∧ readyforS(L , i − 5)

∧readyforR2(L , j) ∧ i �= j � δ+

We used this specification to find schedules for different test
batches. The results can be found in the following section.
After that, we created a fourth specification, which is much
more restricted in its possibilities; we put a strategy in it to
cope with a batch of tests. We attached priorities to cycles,
such that the specification will always execute the enabled
cycle with the highest priority. In short, the strategy is to
always perform as many operations in parallel as possible
and to get the first reagents of the tests as quickly as possi-
ble on the rotor. Using the same batches of tests as input for
this specification, we got the same results as we got using
the strategy-free specification (in cases where the latter pro-
vided results at least). This tells us that the strategy used in
the strategy specification is a good one for the test batches
used.

The distributed generator of the µCRL toolset makes it
possible to generate LTSs using a cluster of computers. In
this case study, it became clear quite soon that an increase of
the size of the test batch results in a big growth of the LTSs
of most of the specifications. For some of the test batches a
minimal-cost trace cannot be found without distributed state
space generation.

Table 2 Exhaustive search results for the CCA with only 12-cycles

Case Result #States
12-cycles Strategy 12-cycles

5 30/10 416,352* 447

10 45/15 - 9,878

15 60/20 - 528,699

20 75/25 - 8,403,885

30 105/35 - 222,613,811*

∗ Distributed search

8.4 Results using exhaustive state space search

Tables 2 and 3 show our findings when applying exhaus-
tive breadth-first search. All sequential experiments in this
article have been performed on a machine with a 64 bit Ath-
lon 2.2 GHz CPU and 1 GB RAM, running Suse Linux 9.2,
using the µCRL toolset version 2.17.13, while the distributed
experiments have been carried out on 16 of these machines.
We used the sequential implementation for the small cases,
and the distributed implementation for the bigger cases (indi-
cated with an asterisk). Table 2 considers the simpler case
where all test batches consist of a number of 1-reagent tests.
In this setting, only 12-cycles are needed. In Table 3, all cycles
are incorporated. In both cases, we consider the specification
with and without a built-in strategy.

The tables should be read as follows: In every row, a test
batch is specified. In Table 2, the number of tests is displayed,
in Table 3, the descriptions are of the form (a, b, c), where
a, b and c indicate the number of 1-reagent, 2-reagent and
3-reagent tests, respectively. The results are in the following
format: r/s, where r and s equal the number of time units and
the number of cycles in the minimal-cost trace, respectively.
Searches not performed due to technical issues, such as out
of memory, are marked with hyphens. Also, the number of
states in the different LTSs is given. Finally, the time needed
to find the results is given in the format ‘minutes:seconds’.

From the numbers, it is clear that the LTSs grow rapidly
in size when using bigger test batches. In the specifications
without a strategy this is due to the fact that from every state
the system can do any of the valid actions. In Table 2, in
case of the 12-cycles specification, the size is increasing so
rapidly, that already with ten tests we had to conclude this
would not be promising to continue. The restricted specifi-
cation was sufficient for us to find minimal-cost traces for all
configurations.

Table 3 contains the results we obtained when using spec-
ifications with the three types of tests. When using ten tests,
we are not able to get minimal-cost traces anymore using the
general specification. Although generating the LTSs takes a
lot of time and effort, it is still possible. The problem is the
fact that Cadp, which is used to obtain minimal-cost traces
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Table 3 Exhaustive search
results for the CCA

∗ Distributed search

Case Result All cycles Strategy all cycles

#States Runtime #States Runtime

(3,1,1) 36/11 1,148 00:07.41 222 00:02.64

(1,3,1) 39/11 5,352 00:27.50 290 00:02.84

(1,1,3) 45/12 16,380 01:16.99 273 00:02.84

(6,2,2) 51/15 - - 11,477 00:44.92

(3,5,2) 55/15 - - 29,929 01:56.82

(1,2,7) 73/17 - - 23,895 01:34.84

(7,4,4) 75/21 - - 5,300,625* 83:48.21

(4,8,3) 77/21 - - 3,959,283* 63:31.45

(2,5,8) 91/22 - - 1,951,446* 1897:53

Table 4 Minimal-cost search results for the CCA

Case Result Full LTS Minimal-cost search

#States #States Runtime

(3,1,1) 36/11 4,001 3,375 00:10.35

(1,3,1) 39/11 15,091 13,194 00:30.48

(1,1,3) 45/12 39,132 34,142 01:10.97

(6,2,2) 51/15 677,470,840* 341,704,322* 1524:56.00

∗ Distributed search

from the LTSs, needs the chunks of the LTS, obtained from
a distributed state space generation, to be merged into a sin-
gle LTS, since it only works sequentially at the moment. In
the (6,2,2) test batch, the resulting LTS takes about 30 GB of
disk space, and is too big to handle afterwards. In the strategy
specification, the size increase is mainly due to the non-deter-
minism of adding new tests (more precisely, deciding which
test type should be added at which point). One can therefore
decide to create another strategy specification, which applies
a fixed order of tests concerning their type (i.e. first adding
3-reagent tests).

8.5 Results using on-the-fly searching

We also employed minimal-cost search to find minimal-cost
traces for the strategy specification, using five and ten prod-
ucts (in the varying type combinations). Table 4 contains the
results of these tests. For comparison reasons, the sizes of
the complete LTSs are also displayed. Please note that the
number of states in this table cannot be straightforwardly
compared to the numbers in Tables 2 and 3. This is because
for on-the-fly searching, we added the necessary tick actions
to the specification, resulting in more states in the LTSs.

In the cases of five products, we find that the LTSs still
need to be generated almost completely in order to find the
solutions. When moving to bigger test batches though, the
payoff becomes considerate; in the (6,2,2) test batch, a solu-
tion can be found halfway through the generation.

The results of using minimal-cost search are twofold: on
the one hand, we are able to find minimal-cost traces with
less effort; more specifically, since we can find these traces
on-the-fly, merging the LTS chunks into a single LTS and
searching the LTS using Cadp can be avoided. On the other
hand, it still proves very difficult to get results for bigger
test batches, as seen in Table 4. The LTS for the (6,2,2) test
batch is very big and takes hours to generate. It has to be said
that, although difficult, getting a minimal-cost trace is only
possible using on-the-fly searching, due to the difficulties
involving Cadp mentioned earlier. For bigger test batches,
we are currently unable to find minimal-cost traces, since we
encounter technical bottlenecks, such as the speed of commu-
nication between the computers in the cluster we use. Other
problems stem from this particular case study and specifica-
tion, not from the search algorithm.

8.6 Results using beam search

Applying g-SDBS, g-SPBS, and flexible variants to the CCA
case study proved to be very fruitful. It was possible to prune
away traces, which are not promising, very effectively, and
it turned out to be very interesting to try and see how much
can be pruned without removing all optimal solutions. Of
course, one can only know if all optimal solutions are pruned
if the total cost of these solutions is known. Using previous
results (Tables 2, 3, 4), the beam widths needed to get optimal
solutions could be determined for those particular problem
instances. These beam width values provide an indication
of how big the beam widths will have to be for even bigger
instances.

In Table 5, the results are given which are obtained using
g-SDBS through the LTSs. The estimation function h we
use counts the number of fluids that still have to be added to
the rotor. Worst case, a given partial schedule can always be
extended using n cycles, where n is the remaining number of
fluids. Note that, in order to use this function, we have to add
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Table 5 g-SDBS results for the
CCA Case Result g-SDBS

β #States Runtime

(3,1,1) 36/11 25 1,461 00:03.43

(1,3,1) 39/11 41 2,234 00:03.93

(1,1,3) 45/12 19 1,598 00:03.46

(6,2,2) 51/15 81 7,408 00:07.76

(3,5,2) 55/15 765 67,470 00:49.45

(1,2,7) 73/17 75,000 6,708,705 84:38.41

(7,4,4) 75/21 35,000 3,801,607 41:01.80

(4,8,3) 77/21 50,000 5,837,325 85:41.60

Table 6 g-S(F)PBS results for
the CCA

n.a. not applicable

Case Result g-SPBS g-SFPBS

(α, l) #States Runtime #States Runtime

(3,1,1) 37/12 (1,1) 48 00:03.03 n.a. n.a.

(3,1,1) 36/11 (2,5) 179 00:03.52 821 00:03.70

(1,3,1) 39/11 (1,1) 50 00:03.08 1,133 00:04.06

(1,1,3) 45/12 (1,1) 57 00:03.08 1,145 00:04.03

(6,2,2) 52/16 (1,1) 67 00:02.63 n.a. n.a.

(6,2,2) 51/15 (2,9) 479 00:03.06 45,402 02:33.65

(3,5,2) 58/18 (1,1) 74 00:02.65 n.a. n.a.

(3,5,2) 55/15 (3,13) 4,125 00:13.47 128,373 06:44.93

(1,2,7) 73/17 (1,1) 90 00:02.99 122,449 04:02.94

(7,4,4) 84/30 (1,1) 107 00:03.14 n.a. n.a.

(7,4,4) 75/21 (3,25) 151,379 08:14.66 20,666,509 872:55.71

(4,8,3) 88/30 (1,1) 112 00:03.14 - -

(4,8,3) 77/21 (3,25) 148,015 08:28.38 - -

(2,5,8) 106/32 (1,1) 132 00:05.55 - -

(2,5,8) 94/25 (3,25) 150,088 09:40.77 - -

an extra parameter to the specification described in Sect. 8.3,
to be able to keep track of the total number of fluids left.

As can be seen, we were always able to deal with the
listed test batches using a standalone computer. Notice that
these numbers can be compared with the ones in Table 4,
therefore in some cases we can see how many states have
been pruned. As is shown with the (6,2,2) batch, the number
of pruned states can become considerate, in this particular
case more than 99.9% of the LTS. Looking at the results, we
see that the needed beam width differs from test to test. This
makes it hard to predict the needed beam width for larger test
batches. The larger you choose the beam width, the higher
the probability that the solution found is a minimal-cost trace,
so when choosing a beam width value, one should determine
how much time and effort is reasonable to put into finding a
solution.

The beam width is not growing in relation to the number
of fluids in a test batch. Probably this is due to the ordering of

states while searching. Sometimes the generator is forced to
perform tie-breaking, due to the hard limit of states per level
set by the beam width. In those cases, the order in which the
states are encountered plays a role.

The runtimes became very long already when dealing with
ten tests, no doubt because of the evaluation procedure. It
seems interesting to try to optimise this procedure in the
future, since a lot of time could be gained then.

Table 6 shows us the results obtained by performing
g-SPBS and g-SFPBS. Again, here we were able to find
solutions for the test batches using a standalone computer.
The prio function stimulates to perform as many operations
in parallel as possible. To facilitate comparison, with g-SPBS
we searched for solutions for all the test batches with α, l = 1,
a search which could in fact be called g-synchronised heu-
ristic breadth-first search, which has much in common with
nearest neighbour heuristic, and, in most cases, with α, l > 1.
This shows the effect of raising the widening factor and
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choosing the stabilisation level further down the LTS. The
runtimes of g-SFPBS applied on batches up to ten tests are
very promising. The major advantage of g-SFPBS is that
determining the beam width for each individual batch is no
longer an issue. In all the cases, initially αl = 1, and α is
increased automatically where needed during exploration.
When dealing with batches bigger than ten tests, we see that
the runtime and the number of states rapidly increase. This
expresses the drawback of a flexible search: it avoids tie-
breaking, as mentioned already several times, but the result
of this is that the space and computation time requirements
are no longer linear to the maximum search depth.

Note that we did not conduct any tests using g-SFDBS.
Although we have implemented it in the toolset, we did not
think that, in the CCA case study, it will show a much bet-
ter performance than g-SDBS. More on this is mentioned in
Sect. 8.7.

8.7 Comparisons

Taking a closer look at the minimal-cost traces found, we con-
clude the following: Concerning the 12-cycles specifications,
the minimal-cost traces are straightforward. The first five
reagents need to be added without adding a sample, because
of the incubation times. After that, a reagent can be added
together with a sample, until there are no reagents left to add
and the final five samples can be added. Having a batch of i
products will therefore lead to a minimal-cost trace of i + 5
cycles, which will take 3 × (i + 5) time units, since every
cycle takes three time units.

For the more general case, using 12, 16, and 24-cycles, it
is more difficult to observe a pattern, though. There does not
seem to be any advantage gained by adding the reagents for
the different kinds of tests in a certain order (for instance,
first adding all the reagents for the 3-reagent tests). Besides
that, there does not have to be any pattern shared by the par-
ticular minimal-cost traces found here; it could very well be
the case that there are several minimal-cost traces coexisting
in the same LTS. We only get to see one though, which shows
a possible solution, not necessarily a mandatory one.

Next, we compare the results of the different search tech-
niques used. The first observation is, that when analysing the
results of Table 3, the chosen strategy seems to be a good
one, at least for the test configurations we used. Therefore,
it seems to be a good approach to try to put the first reagents
of tests as quickly as possible on the rotor and to try to do as
much as possible in each cycle.

Table 4 tells us that for the smaller configurations (5 tests)
the minimal-cost traces present are not much shorter than the
longest traces in the LTSs. We get this from the fact that only
a small part of each LTS is left unexplored when finding a
minimal-cost trace. An explanation for this may be the fact
that with five tests, not a lot of freedom is given to the system

to do actions, which lead to inefficient traces. When moving
to the (6,2,2) configuration, a lot is gained, though. Already
halfway through the LTS search do we encounter a minimal-
cost trace. This encourages us to believe that the on-the-fly
searching method can help more and more with even bigger
configurations.

The problem with the on-the-fly searching method, of
course, is that still the amount of states that have to be
explored grows rapidly when increasing the number of flu-
ids in a batch. At this moment, we are not able to deal
with batches bigger than (6,2,2), but once the hardware gets
improved and our generator gets optimised we will be able
to in the future.

When using g-SPBS, it turns out that the search progresses
much faster compared to using g-SDBS. Furthermore, in all
cases, we are able to find the optimal solutions with smaller
beam widths. It shows that the evaluation function used for
g-SDBS can be improved. We have not tried to improve
the total-cost evaluation function yet. It turns out that this
particular scheduling problem is well solvable by assigning
priorities to actions. This is already noticeable by the effec-
tiveness of the strategy specifications. Based on these results,
we decided not to perform any tests using g-SFDBS, but in
other cases, this search has been very successful [55,64].

Solutions are found quicker using beam search than using
on-the-fly searching, but of course, when applied to bigger
cases for which a minimal-cost trace has not been found yet,
this is at the expense of finding near-optimal solutions.

Using g-SFPBS, we find that, with αl = 1 and the right
priority assignments, the obtained results are the same as the
ones obtained from the strategy specification during the ear-
lier testing. The flexible beam search technique, therefore,
saves the user the effort of separately specifying a specifi-
cation with a built-in strategy, if such a specification is only
needed to place an ordering on actions. This is not only conve-
nient, but also removes the possibility of errors or unwanted
behaviour, which may appear when writing a specification
with a strategy. Besides that, it makes changing a strategy
during testing very straightforward. Of course, this comes at
a cost; finding a solution using g-SFPBS takes more time
than finding the same solution using a specification with a
built-in strategy, due to the evaluation procedure. Compared
to the other beam search variants used, we no longer have the
problem of determining the beam width for each test batch
when using flexible beam search.

8.8 Other findings

Looking at the (4,8,3) batch within the strategy specification
initially produced some strange results; the LTS turned out to
be of infinite size. Since this is unexpected, we looked at it in
more detail, and found a trace of infinite size showing that it
would be wise to have a cycle which only empties a cuvette,
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if one wants to exclude the possibility for the scheduler to
create an invalid schedule. The trace in question will now be
presented, where we indicate the type of the test subjected
to an operation using a superscript i for an i-reagent test.
Furthermore, ε is the 12-cycle in which no operation at all is
executed; basically it is a delay. This is the trace

[R3
1(0), R3

1(1), R3
1(2), R1

1(3), R1
1(4), R1

1 S3(5), R1
1 S3(6),

R2
1 S3 R3

2(7, 0), R2
1 S3 R1

2(8, 1), R2
1 S3 R1

2(9, 2),

R2
1 S1 R3

3(10, 0), S1 R3
3(0, 1), R2

1 R3
3(3, 2), R2

1(6),

S2(1), R2
1 S2 R2

2(4, 7),

S2 R2
2(2, 8), R2

1 R2
2(5, 8), S2(8), S2 R2

2(9, 3), S2 R2
2(0, 4),

S2 R2
2(10, 6), S2 R2

2(3, 5),

R2
2(9), ε, ε, ε, ...]

In this trace, all the cuvettes get filled with tests in such
a way that there is never a completed test at the emptying
position. In the end, the rotor is filled entirely with com-
pleted tests, but nothing can be removed, because there is no
cycle in which only a removal operation is done.

9 Conclusions

The modelling language µCRL is well-suited for modelling
scheduling problems, both as is common in Uppaal Cora
and Spin. The data support it has is very convenient when
working with complex data structures. In this regard, the
µCRL toolset did not have to be changed. In other regards,
it had to be extended with searches other than breadth-first
search.

The number of possibilities in an LTS can grow very rap-
idly though, when increasing the size of the problem instance.
We already encountered technical problems concerning the
size of the LTS when working with ten tests in a test batch. It
is possible, however, to limit the specification in certain ways
to make this LTS smaller. We restricted new tests to be added
to the first available empty cuvette on the rotor (counter-clock
wise).

Another way is to build a specification with a built-in strat-
egy. By introducing a strategy, the number of possible execu-
tion sequences can be brought down a lot, depending on the
level of non-determinism still in the specification. A spec-
ification with a built-in strategy can be used to compare a
certain strategy with the general specification. Besides that,
it can serve to determine an upper-bound for a bounded search
through an LTS of a general specification. Note that using a
specification with a built-in strategy does not guarantee find-
ing minimal-cost traces, depending on the effectiveness of
the strategy chosen.

In a distributed setting, we are able to deal with bigger
problem instances. When performing minimal-cost search

in this setting, we found that the larger the LTS, the higher
the percentage of states which can be avoided in the search.

We used both g-SDBS and g-SPBS, the latter turning out
to be more effective in this particular case study, meaning
that smaller beam widths are needed to get similar solutions
in shorter runtimes. This can be due to the fact that the CCA
scheduling problem seems to be well solvable by assigning
priorities to actions, as can already be seen by the effective-
ness of specifications with a built-in strategy. Beam search
allows one to make a trade-off between computation time
and the quality of the solutions to find. Having both detailed
and priority beam search to work with, even increases the
possibilities for such a trade-off. If one wants a certain level
of quality, however, choosing the right beam width becomes
a problem.

Because of this, we introduced flexible beam search, in
which the actual beam width can change while searching,
in order to keep track of all actions and states which appear
promising enough (i.e. avoiding tie-breaking). The experi-
ments suggest that from case to case, the beam widths of
flexible beam searches do not have to be increased. The
experimental results suggest that g-SFPBS removes the
necessity to create additional specifications with built-in
strategies, if they are only needed to assign priorities to
actions. g-SFPBS combines the ease of use of beam search,
meaning that no additional specifications have to be created
to use it, with the flexibility of a specification with a built-
in strategy, meaning that there is no limit to the number of
states or transitions expanded per level. The major benefits
of flexible beam searches are the relative ‘stability’ of the
beam widths (i.e. when increasing the size of the test batch,
the beam width can be left unchanged) and the avoidance of
tie-breaking, but this comes at a price, namely that the space
and computation time requirements of these searches are not
linear to the maximum search depth.

As a side note, in Sect. 8.8, we showed an example of gain-
ing results not related to the scheduling problem in question.
When generating an LTS you may notice some unexpected
behaviour, which could lead to more insight into the func-
tional quality of the system.

10 Future work

• Up to now, we have considered fixed batches of tests for
the CCA. A next step would be to try to synthesise an
online scheduler, which provides a strategy for the CCA
in general, independent of the test input. This is related to
the work in e.g. [1], where uncertainty due to the actions
of the environment is incorporated into the problem.

• Another generalisation is to consider problems with
multiple cost variables, such as money, time, etc., as is
e.g. expressed in [9]. We believe we can deal with such
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problems by ’stacking’ synchronisations, e.g. with two
cost variables, we would, in each round of the search, first
synchronise states on g, then on some other cost function,
and finally make a selection of states to expand.
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